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SUMMARY 
 
Surface treatment with three fluorinated carboxylic acids was carried out on nano-porous 
commercial alumina surface and home-made glass supported alumina surface. The three 
fluorinated carboxylic acid were trifluoroacetic acid (CF3COOH), perfluoropentanoic 
acid (CF3(CF2)3COOH), and pentafluorobenzoic acid (C6F5COOH). X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy AXIS Instrument was used to characterize the surface modification. The 
result presented successful grafting on commercial alumina and etched glass-supported 
alumina surface. The variation of surface property after chemical treatment was studied 
by contact angle measurement and AFM Force- Distance plot, indicating more 
hydrophobic surface exhibited.  
 
Adsorption of Immunoglobulin (IgG) on these nano-porous alumina surfaces were 
studied by Atomic Force Microscopy and Quartz Crystal Microbalance. Different 
performance of Immunoglobulin adsorption on un-grafted anodic alumina membrane and 
fluorinated group grafted alumina surface has been discovered under tapping mode AFM, 
which has also been used to study the adsorption of chemically grafted alumina surface in 
different concentrated IgG solution. Different concentration effects on IgG adsorption 
behavior have also been studied on thermal alumina under Quartz Crystal Microbalance. 
It can be concluded from both experiments that nucleation formed when adsorbent 
concentration beyond monolayer requirement. Prospective works are suggested including 
study on IgG time-frame adsorption using AFM and dual polarization interferometer 
(DPI). 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
AFM atomic force microscopy 
ESDA Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis 
IgG Immunoglobulin 
QCM Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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1. Introduction  
Basic principles and instrumentations of the surface techniques mainly used in this 
project are introduced here, including X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Atomic Force 
Microscopy, and Quartz Crystal Microbalance.   
 
1.1 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy is also named as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical 
Analysis (ESCA) by Swedish scientists Siegbahn and coworkers [1] when they firstly 
developed electron spectrometer for low energy electrons at high resolution by using X-
ray as electron source in 1954[2].  Although the name of ESCA is less commonly used 
than XPS, it suggests the potential of the technique in chemical analysis area.  
 
As the name shown, the technique is to obtain information of surface elemental 
compositions, as well as the chemical state of the elements. By analyzing the 
photoelectrons emitted from the solid material, and only the electrons from atoms near 
top 2-5nm surface are able to escape. Nordling et al. elaborated in their classic paper in 
1958 that the XPS is able to detect the difference between copper and its oxide.[3]  
Siegbahn’s group also described the chemical shift effect exists in many cases. The 
XPS/ESCA quickly has become one of the most popular surface analytical techniques 
since 1970s.  During the measurements, a sample area of 1 cm2 is commonly required. 
The detection limit of a sample monolayer varies according to elements weight ranging 
from 1% for light elements to 0.1% for heavy elements.    
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The following sections will make a discussion on the working principles of XPS/ESCA 
and its instrumentation. 
 
1.1.1 Basic Principles for XPS / ESCA 
The basic event for XPS/ ESCA measurement is photo-ionization, and the fundamental 
process is the adsorption of energy or photons h. These photoelectrons are produced by 
X-rays, thus gives the technique another name: X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Here, 
we use Al Kα (1486.71 eV) x-ray. Usually, Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) is also used as X-ray 
source.   
 
To be simplified, the incident X-ray can be considered as monochromatic, and emerging 
electrons can be treated as mono-energetic. When the scatter event takes place, the 
kinetic energy of an electron and the energy level of the electron source is the criteria to 
identify the atom. In vacuum chamber, the photon hv from X-ray irritates a free atom A 
from the sample surface, two possible cases are possible:  
 
1> the photon energy hv is less than the binding energy Eb of atom A:  
A + hv Æ A*                                                                  Eq. (1-1) 
The atom A is excited and ionized into A*. Later, A* can either emit fluorescence or 
produce an Auger electron, which is used in Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).  
 
2> the photon energy hv is larger than Eb: 
         A + hv Æ e- + A+*                                                          Eq. (1-2) 
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The photon hv interacts with atom A in the surface, causing atom A excited into A+* and 
electrons to be emitted. Fig 1.1 illustrates this photo ionization process schematically. 
The electron escaping from the atom with a kinetic energy EKE is given by: 
EKE =   hv- Eb                                                                                                Eq. (1-3) 
Where Eb is the binding energy of atom A in vacuum. 
Other factors such as recoil, binding, relaxation effects, as well as the spectrometer 
potential differences have to be taken into consideration to modify the equation (Eq.1-3). 
For a free atom in XPS, it is necessary to take an additional recoil kinetic energy of the 
atom into account for a free atom, which in terms of Erecoil. However, according to the 
equation given by Siegbahn et al. on recoil energy value, Erecoil is negligible when using 












Figure1.1 Electron emission in XPS and Auger Electron Spectroscopy: 
A.X-ray photoelectron emission process; B. a KLL Auger process  
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The binding energy Eb for an atom in vacuum is defined as the electron orbital energy 
with regard to the Fermi level, or the energy change of the ion after removing an electron 
without changing wave functions of other electrons, which is also called Koopman’s 
energy [4]. Therefore, the binding energy can be regarded as the energy change between 
initial and final state after the photoelectron has emitted from the atom. The kinetic 
energy of the emitted electrons varies corresponding to the final state of the ion from 
different atom type. Furthermore, the variety is also increased by cross-section of 
different final state. Figure 1.2 illustrates the ionization cross sections for an atom, from 
which the corresponding binding energies can be calculated out. As the Fermi level is 
defined as zero binding energy, the levels beneath it indicate different binding energy 
accordingly.  From figure 1.2, it is observed that p, d and f levels splits when ionization, 
thus giving the vacancies in sub-levels such as p1/2, p3/2, d3/2, d5/2, f5/2, and f7/2.   The spin-
orbit splitting ratio for p, d, and f level is 1:2, 2:3, and 3:4 respectively.  
 
Typically, the kinetic energy of photoelectrons EKE is not more than 1200eV, so with 
elastically scattering off other atoms or electrons, they can only get rid of a 
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shallow surface with depth < 30 A. If the remaining electrons exist and relax in the free 
atom, Ea is described as the additional energy for the emerging electron, thus giving the 
equation: 
 EKE =   hv- Eb+ Ea                                                                                            Eq. (1-4) 
 
If the atom is on/in a solid surface, because of the interaction between the atom and other 
electrons/atoms, an additional relaxation energy Er is introduced, so that,  
EKE =   hv- Eb+ Ea+Er                                                                                            Eq. (1-5) 
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Since the shift Ea+Er is as small as 1% of Eb, the atom can be identified with the 
knowledge of its electronic energy level. When an electron comes from an atom in solid 
surface, the environment will cause a small shift of the electron energy, which is called 
“chemical shift”. Normally, the difference in chemical potential and polarize-ability 
raises the chemical environment variety. Therefore, this “chemical shift” can be used to 
study the chemical environment/state of the atom from which the electron emitted. The 
“chemical shift” can also be affected by the final relaxing energy condition of the 
electron in addition to its initial energy state. So far, the chemical shifts of atoms with 
different chemical bonding have been systematically studied by scientists [5], thus the 
unknown chemical environment can be inferred by comparing the investigated shift with 
the standard list.  
 
Because of the different spectrometer effects, instead of compare with absolute binding 
energies, a spectrometer work function φs has been introduced into the equation: 
  EKE =   hv- Eb+ Ea+Er+ φs                                                                                            Eq. (1-6) 
 
1.1.2 Quantitative measurements by XPS/ESCA 
Since every element has its unique set of binding energies, the XPS/ESCA can be used 
for quantitative analysis based on peak intensity. Excluding the matrix effects, the 
relation between atom number in the testing volume sample and the corresponding peak 
intensity is:  
Peak intensity = IniPε (dσ/dΩ) dΩ                                                     Eq.(1-7) 
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I is the X-ray flux; ni is the atom number of a certain type i in the volume sample; P is the 
probability of atom escape from the surface without loss; ε is the detector efficiency; 
dσ/dΩ is the differential cross section of electron of atom i; and  dΩ is the acceptance 
solid angle of the electron analyzer. [6-7]
 
As the Equation 1-7 shows, when comparing the concentrations of two atoms in a certain 
sample, the differential cross sections (dσ/dΩ) of both atoms are required, or at least the 
with knowledge of the ratio. These cross sections are decided by two factors: one is the 
atomic number in measurement; the other is the electronic level for electron ejection. The 
commonly used X-ray sources, Al Kα (1486.71 eV) and Mg Kα (1253.6 eV), limit the 
available electronic level within the provided energy.  The X-rays provide enough energy 
for atomic number up to 20 to allow electrons being ejected from 1s level. Higher 
electronic levels are required for higher atomic numbers. Within the available energy 
range, the cross section for a given section varies by the magnitude orders according to 
different atomic number. To be within a single magnitude order, this cross section 
variation can be reduced if different energy levels are chose for different atoms. Normally, 
for a sample with knowledge of compositions, calibration of peak heights is used to 
estimate relative concentration with the accuracy of 10~50%.  
                                                                                                                    
 As review by Seah [8], and Powell and Seah [9], the peak intensity I for an element from a 
solid surface can be taken as the peak height or peak-to-peak height in energy spectrum 
or derivative energy spectrum respectively. If the intensity of the element A is given as IA; 
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the provided elemental sensitivity factor is given as IA∞. The molar fraction XA of element 
A is: 
XA = IA/ IA∞                                                                           Eq.(1-8) 
 
If only the peak intensity ratios are accessible, the equation is derivate into: 
                                  XA = IA/ IA∞Σ (Ii/Ii∞)                                                           Eq. (1-9)                    
If element A forms a monolayer φA on the substrate B, Powell and Seah [9] give out: 
                                  φA=  QABX (IA/ IA∞)/( IB/ IB∞)              Eq.(1-10) 
Whereas QAB is a monolayer matrix factor for monolayer coverage of less than 0.2 
atomic fractions.  
 
1.1.3 Instrumentation of XPS/ESCA 
XPS/ESCA instrument consists of three basic components: an X-ray source, a sample 
holder, and an electron energy analyzer.  
 
In XPS, x-rays are created by electron bombardment of Al or Mg targets. A simple X-ray 
tube can be used as the X-ray source in relatively low resolution measurement. Normally 
for a high resolution XPS, both of the two sources are used for switching between each 
other thus permit two distinguished spectra: shifted XPS peaks, and fixed Auger peaks. In 
a higher resolution XPS instrument, the X-ray beam is focused to providing a narrow line 
(not more than 1mm) by mounting the X-ray source onto a Rowland circle.  
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Both sample holder and the electron energy analyzer are placed in high-vacuum chamber.  
The sample holder can rotate in three dimensions. Several samples can be mounted on the 
holder and switched from one to others.  The sample insertion system help the sample 
holder retracted and isolated from vacuum chamber when samples being mounted. Then 
the samples are inserted through the insertion chamber followed by rapidly pumping 
down. The procedure can help maintain the primary ultra-vacuum system by excusing 
venting the main vacuum chamber.  The temperature can also be controlled with the 
range of -50 to 600 degree C for commercial instruments.  
 
Typically, one of the three types of electron energy analyzers is used: the hemispherical 
sector analyzer (HSA), the cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA), or the 127o sectors. As 
compared and suggested by Woodruff and Delcharearly in 1986[10], nowadays HSA is 
widely used in XPS as it can provide high resolution spectra for long working distance; 
as CMA is normally used for Auger spectra for its relatively low resolving power but 
high collection efficiency; whereas 127o sector analyzers are used in High Resolution 
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS).   
 
 
1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
During the last two decades, the scanning probe techniques in deputation of Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) have undergone 
an extensive development as promising techniques for surface imaging and visualization. 
The most attractive advantage for these imaging techniques is their capability for real-
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place measurement at the atomic level. This atomic resolution of AFM and STM provides 
the visualization of the finest surface details, satisfying the increasing need of 
miniaturization to nano-scale in current world. Another obvious advantage which makes 
AFM and STM outstanding is their compatibility for use in various operation 
environments. In comparison, ultra high vacuum or other constraining condition is a pre-
requirement which limits most other surface techniques. Especially, when a solid-liquid 
interface or a biological surface is under measurement, certain modification is necessary 
for strict operation environments required in these other surface techniques.   Whereas, in 
AFM and STM, the surface can be measured under ambient conditions and other 
environments including water or other types of fluid without sophisticated modification.  
 
In addition, another feature which distinguishes AFM from STM is the technique does 
not depend on sample conductivity when generating images. It works well on both 
conductive and non-conductive surfaces.  STM and SEM techniques, which rely on 
electron movements on sample surface, require conductive surfaces.  Furthermore, AFM 
is also applicable for electrochemical environment because of its inert tip. Not only 
surface with atomic resolution can be investigated by AFM, but also the force between 
tip and a defined place on the surface can be measured at nano-Newton scale. Other 
derivative techniques such as magnetic force microscopy expand AFM capabilities 
among surface characterization techniques.   
 
As all the advantages listed above, nowadays AFM is being widely used not only for 
researches of different fields including materials, biology, chemistry, and physics, but 
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also for various industries in electronics, biological, chemical, aerospace and so on. The 
surfaces being measured include film coatings, glasses, ceramics, metals, polymers, 
membranes, and semiconductors. A broad range of phenomena are studied by AFM such 
as adsorption, adhesion, etching, corrosion, plating, crystal growth, and so on.   
 
1.2.1 Basic Principles and instrumentation for AFM 
The AFM operates by sensing the force between a tip which is mounted at the end of   
cantilever spring, and a sample surface held by a piezo-electric scanner. The changes of 
cantilever or spring deflection are related to the tip-sample force changes. During the 
measurement, the sharp probe moves over the sample surface. The tip movement is 
controlled by piezo scanner which is made from piezo-electric ceramics and with a high 
resolution of sub-angstrom in x, y, and z direction, where z-axis is perpendicular to the 
measuring surface.  
 
Different methods are applied to detect this cantilever or spring deflection. The first AFM 
invented in 1986 by Binnig, Quate and Gerber [11] used a scanning tunneling microscope 
at the end of the AFM cantilever to detect its movement. However, it was found that the 
force brought by STM is larger than being investigated under AFM. Later, the optical 
lever technique has been developed by Meyer and Amer [12], which is being commonly 
utilized by most of commercial AFM currently. Figure 1.3 illustrates how this optical 
lever detection works. The light from the laser is focused on the end of the cantilever, and 
reflected onto the split photo-diode. When the cantilever flexes, light reflects toward the 
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top or bottom photodiode sector based on deflect direction.  The photocurrent imbalance 








Figure 1.3 An AFM schematic. The sample moves under the sharp tip held by the 
cantilever. Focused by the lens, the laser arrives at the end of cantilever and reflects 
onto the split photo-diode. The detection of the light in different direction from the 
cantilever caused by tip deflection thus gives the topology of sample surface.  
 
The cantilever obeys Hooke’s Law for fine displacement:  
F= -kx                                                                Eq. (1-11) 
Where F is the force between the tip and surface, k is the spring constant, and x is the 
displacement. The interaction force between the tip and sample surface can be calculated 
out with the knowledge of displacement x.  
 
Therefore, three essential elements comprising of a typical AFM are: 
1) Piezo-electric scanner.  
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The scanner is normally in form of a tube, with the main device made from a soft 
piezo-electric ceramics. Piezoelectricity is a kind of electromechanical transducer 
which creates a mechanical motion from electrical energy. When the material is 
placed in an electric field, it undergoes a change in geometry. This mechanical 
motion takes place because of the property of non-centrosymmetricity. When exposed 
to an electrical potential, the crystalline structure of material changes giving a 
dimensional change. Thus the direction and amount of motion changes are decided by 
the type of piezoelectric material, as well as its shape and field strength. Figure 1.4 
shows an example of the motion change when a piezoelectric material is placed in an 
electrical field.  
Figure 1.4 a piezoelectric material changes the motion in x,y,z direction 










A typical piezoelectric material will expand or contracted by about 1 nm per volt, 
with a range of DC voltage from -500 to +500 volts. To get a larger motion 
change in practice, hundreds of piezoelectric material layers are made into a 
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piezoelectric transducer. Taking a transducer consisting of one thousand layers of 
piezoelectricity for example, a motion of 1000 nm can be readily obtained per volt. 
Thus 0.1 mm of motion is possible with 100 volts for this transducer. However, 
less layers of piezoelectric material can be used to produce a high resolution, say, 
10 layers are used from the above kind of material, which means every volt 
induces 10nm motion change. This is equal to a displacement resolution of 0.01 
nm per mV, and for a computer controlled system, the resolution is 0.04 nm for 
this transducer.  
 
Therefore, the piezoelectric scanner provides an extremely precise positioning 
with a high resolution of sub-angstrom in x, y, and z direction for AFM system. 
 
2) Micro-fabricated cantilever 
In AFM system, the probe is given by a tip mounted on cantilever. The cantilever 
will bend in response to the force between the tip and the measuring surface. The 
even and sensitive response is required which is provided by excellent uniform 
material. Generally, AFM tip and cantilever is are micro-fabricated from Si and 
Si3N4. 
 
3) Diode laser and its optical path 
The AFM detection system comprises of a prism, lens, mirror, cantilever and a 
photodiode detector. The laser is focused onto the backside of the tip of the 
cantilever by the lens. The mirror helps to locate the light reflected from the 
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cantilever to the position-sensitive photodiode detector. The cantilever angular 
deflection causing doubled laser beam thus been detected by giving the different 
position of the laser spot on the detector. As a result, the angular deflection of the 
cantilever can be distinguished. It can be seen that, the pre-experiment adjusting 
on laser focusing, light positioning on cantilever as well as on detector is crucial 
to the final reliability of the image. Since the distance from cantilever to the 
detector is as thousands of times long as the length of the cantilever, the motion of 
the tip is greatly magnified by this optical path. Some advanced commercial 
system use four detector areas for the centre point to monitor the cantilever with 
both torsion and vertical movements, thus obtain a number of imaging modes 
after deconvolving the data.  
 
1.2.2 Feedback operation 
In the view of Feedback Operation, AFM can be divided into two principal modes: 
One is with feedback control; the other is without feedback control.   
 
When the feedback control is turned on, the electronic feedback loop will respond to 
cantilever deflection changes which are detected by the position-sensitive photodiode 
detector. Upon the deflection being sensed, it will be compared in a DC amplifier of 
feedback loop with the desired value. If the difference is found from the desired value, a 
voltage will be applied to the piezoelectric positioning system, alter the tip-sample 
distance by moving the sample (or the tip) down or up to compensate the deflection 
change. In this way, the force between sample and tip will be restored to a pre-
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determined value.  This feedback mode of operation is also known as constant force 
imaging since the force of interaction between tip and sample is maintained constantly. 
The feedback mode is most commonly used as it provides a fairly faithful topography of 
the substrate surface.  
 
When the feedback control is switched off, the AFM is then operated in a so-called error 
signal mode. It is especially used when investigating very flat samples by providing a 
high resolution. Normally, a small proportion of feedback loop control is used 
simultaneously to protect tip from being damaged by rough surface in accident, or avoid 
other problems like thermal drift. This kind of error signal mode can also be displayed 
when feedback mode is being used to remove variation in topography.   
 
1.2.3 Tip- sample interaction 
AFM, as the name shows, Atomic Force Microscopy, affords the resolution in order of 
atomic level on many surfaces. This high resolution is given out by the magical AFM 
imaging mechanism.  
 
The ultimate high resolution of AFM imaging is defined by the magnitude and nature of 
interaction force between tip and investigated surface when the size of probing tip has 
been given by microscopy. Therefore, imaging modes of AFM are sorted by this tip-
sample interaction.  
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Contact mode is the most common imaging method for AFM. During the operation, the 
tip and sample remains close contact with each other. The force pushes the cantilever 
against the surface which is set by piezoelectric positioning system with a range from 
nanos to micros Newton. The essential feature of operation of this contact mode has been 
detailed discussed in Feedback mode on above. The hard surfaces are quite suitable for 
this contact mode. And the majority of contact mode operates in ambient or liquids 
environment, while some cases operate in ultra-high vacuum.  
 
Some problems exist in contact mode operation caused by the tracking force of the tip 
applied on sample surface. Although the problem can be improved by reducing the 
tracking force of the tip, some practical control limits on magnitude of the minimized 
forces can not be avoid by users when operation carried out in ambient condition.  In 
ambient environment, the investigated surfaces are covered by a layer of 10 to 30 nm 
thick as a result of adsorbed gas and water vapor. When the tip gets in contact with this 
layer, a meniscus will form between tip and surface resulting in the cantilever being 
pulled towards the surface by surface tension. Typically, this meniscus is about 100 nN 
force based on the tip geometry. But if in liquid media, this kind of attracting force can be 
neutralized. Other factors affecting the resolution such as capillary forces and Van der 
Waals’ forces can be reduced by operating in liquid system. In addition, some studies 
involving process like biological ones requiring solid-liquid interface can be achieved in 
liquid operation system.  However, the liquid measurement also brings some artifacts in 
images caused by sample hydration and sensitive biological samples.  
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On the other side, when contact mode is applied on charged surface like semiconductors, 
a electrostatic charge is easily to be trapped between the tip and surface. Although this 
electrostatic charge contributes a little amount of attractive force, it induces a substantial 
frictional force when the tip scanning along. This frictional force dragging over the 
surface results in a more serious surface damage than a normal one. This destructive 
force also causes dulling the tip and distorting the investigating image.  
  
Other surfaces like ones with adsorbed layers, biomaterials, even sometimes are placed in 
aqueous solutions, are not suitable for contact mode. Because when the tip scans over the 
surface, it creates damages or displaces the adsorbed molecules. In these cases, rather 
than contact mode imaging, imaging with non-contact mode and tapping mode are 
introduced.    
 
Non-contact mode is introduced a new imaging way for sensitive samples which are 
easily been altered by tip contact. During the scanning, the tip suspends 50 – 150 
Angstrom above the sample surface. The detective force attributes the tip to provide 
surface topographic image is the Van der Waals forces between the tip and sample 
surface. These Van der Waals forces are much weaker than those used in contact mode 
AFM. Thus, in order to detect such small forces, AC detection method has been used. In 
this way, the tip is required to be oscillating during the scanning and AC detector 
measures the change in amplitude, phase or frequency of the oscillating cantilever 
according to the force gradients between the tip and surface.  In those high resolution 
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equipments, it is able to measure the force gradients only a nanometer from the 
investigating surface.  
 
However, since the thin layer of fluid contaminant exists on the surface in ambient 
conditions, a capillary bridge is easily formed between the tip and the surface resulting in 
the non-contact mode failed into contact mode. Even in vacuum and liquid system, this 
capillary effect is extremely worse.  As a result, a request of tapping mode is brought 
forward. 
 
Tapping mode is another most common mode in AFM. It acts as one of the most 
potential techniques offering high resolution images for the surfaces which are easily 
deformed or easily removed from the substrates and difficult for imaging by other 
techniques. The rule for tapping mode is to integrate the advantages of both contact mode 
and non-contact mode. The tip performs alternately contact and lift away from the sample 
surface. The high resolution images are given out when the tip touch the surface, and then 
move away from it in order to avoid the tip dragging over the surface. In this way, 
tapping mode also overcomes a series of problems of both contact mode and non-contact 
mode such as electrostatic force, friction, adhesion, and so on.   
 
The tapping mode scanning operation is performed in ambient condition by oscillating 
the cantilever with the frequency at or near its resonant frequency. During the scanning 
process, the cantilever oscillates at high amplitude of at least 20nm when the tip is drawn 
away from the surface.  After that, the tip is moved down to the surface until lightly 
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touches it. This frequency of the tip alternatively lifting up and down ranges from 50,000 
to 500,000 cycles per second. When oscillating cantilever touch the surface, the 
oscillating frequency decreases due to the energy lose as the contacting happens. And this 
oscillating frequency reduction can be used to identify surface characteristics.  
 
NanoScope software is used to provide a digital feedback loop for maintaining the 
cantilever oscillation amplitude during the operation. Before the scanning, the software 
assists operators to select the optimal oscillation frequency and lowest operation level of 
scanning force. During the scanning, the tip scans over a protruding place resulting in the 
less oscillating space for cantilever, as well as a decrease of oscillation amplitude. In 
reverse, if the tip comes across a concavity, the space for cantilever oscillation increases 
giving the same trend for the amplitude. These changes of oscillation amplitude are 
measured by the detector followed by the digital feedback loop adjusting the tip-sample 
distance to maintain the amplitude and scanning force.    
 
The advantage of tapping mode becomes outstanding when the tip contacts the surface 
with high frequency of 50~500 kHz greatly reduce the tip-sample adhesion force thus 
help prevent tip being trapped by surface which will result surface damage. Furthermore, 
as the force is applied at lowest level and of vertical direction, the surface will not be 
pulled away by any transverse force.  
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When operating in fluid system, the tapping mode operates with the same advantages as 
in ambient system. However, as the tip placing in fluid, the fluid is likely to affect 
cantilever oscillating frequency. To solve the problem, the entire fluid cell is oscillated 
thus make the cantilever oscillate together. The same working principle applies as the 
amplitude changes when the tip scanning over the surface with different feature. 
However, the appropriate frequency for this fluid cell driving oscillation falls in the range 
of 5,000 to 40,000 cycles per second. As the frequency is lower compared to the 
operation in the air (50,000 to 500,000 cycles per second), softer cantilevers with lower 
spring constant of 0.1 N/m are used compared to the one for air condition ranging from 1-
100 N/m.  
 
 
1.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) has become an attractive analytical technique 
because of its simple design and wide applications. [13] As an extremely sensible 
technique which can detect nano-gram level of mass change on the quartz surface, QCM 
has been used in observing many important physical and chemical processes by 
measuring these associated mass changes. [14]  
 
1.3.1 Basics of QCM 
It has been acknowledged that in mechanical oscillating system, the resonant frequency is 
correlated with the mass of oscillating body. In the other word, with all of other 
characteristics keeping constant, the change of the oscillating frequency can be used to 
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calculate mass change of the oscillating body. Since the other parts of the oscillating 
system always keep stable along the measurement, the QCM become a sensitive tool to 
quantitatively monitor interface-process.   
 
The oscillating body used in QCM is comprised of a thin piece of pieozoelectric material. 
Usually quartz is particularly used here not only because it is economical, stable and 
chemically inert (the most stable form of SiO2), also it can provide various types of 
resonators.  As a resonant material widely used in electronic devices, the properties of 
quartz such as oscillation mode, resonant frequency of different mode, as well as the 
temperature impact have been well defined. In QCM, quartz crystals of alpha type are 
used, since it has most excellent mechanical and pieozoelectric properties of the all. The 
oscillation mode depends on the crystal cutting angles with respect to the crystal optical 
axis. The most common used quartz is of AT-cut crystal produced by slicing across a 
quartz body with an angle of 35o10’ shown in Fig.1.5 to the optical axis. This angle gives 
the cutting vertical to the resonator surface. The AT cut method gives a crystal with 
frequency drift nearly zero when temperature ranges from 0 to 50 °C. Other precise 
cutting ways produce special use quartz for QCM including BT-cut crystals, SC-cut 
crystals, IT-cut crystals, and FC-cut crystals. 
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 Optical axis 
35o10’ 
Figure 1.5 The quartz crystal and AT cut 
 
A thin disk of quartz is positioned between a pair of electrodes, and the whole system 
appears as a sandwich structure.  The positioned electrode is made of a thin plate of metal. 
Gold is used in majority since it is chemically inert, easy to be deposited and can be 
easily connected with “thio-” group for many self-assembly system, though a very thin 
layer of about 0.1 to 0.2 μm of gold surface is suspected oxidized in environment.[15] 
Generally, a layer with thickness of 1000 Angstroms Gold is evaporated on a support of 
100 Angstroms Cr or Ti over the quartz. Other electrode materials have been employed 
include silver and aluminum which easily become oxidized in liquid [16], as well as Cu, 
Ni, Pt. Before operation or sampling, the gold surface is treated with Piranha solution for 
removing organic contaminations.  
 
During the operation, the crystal in placed into an oscillating circuit, and by applying an 
alternating voltage over the electrodes on the two sides of the quartz, the quartz crystal 
begins to oscillate at its resonance frequency. This oscillation results in a transverse 
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acoustic wave spreading over the crystal and reflecting back to the crystal surface again. 
Properties of oscillating body including the mass, thickness, density, shearing method of 
the quartz, as well as the oscillating media – in the air or liquid, the viscosity of the liquid, 
decide the resonance frequency. Typically, QCM operates with frequency range of 5 to 
10 MHZ.  
 
1.3.2 Mass-Frequency relationship 
By analyzing the measured frequency change ∆f resulting from the adsorbed or deposited 
mass change ∆m on quartz, Sauerbrey[17] firstly suggested the equation for mass 
calculation based on the oscillating frequency:  
∆f=-[2×f02×∆m]/[A×(ρq μq)1/2]                      (Eq.1-12) 
Where f0 is the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode of the crystal; A is the piezo-
electrically active area; ρq is the density of the quartz, with the value of 2.649g/cm3 for 
typical quartz crystal; μq is the shearing mode of the crystal, with the value of 2.947×
1011 g/cm×s2 for AT-cut quartz.   
 
However, Sauerbrey’s equation only holds with the assumption 1) the deposition is rigid; 
2) the deposited or adsorb layer is uniform and stable. These assumptions limit the QCM 
advisable in gas phase or vacuum system. Later, at the beginning of 1980’s, liquid phase 
QCM has been studied by scientists with the pioneers of Kanazawa and his co-workers, 
showing that the oscillation also can stably operate when immerging in liquid. Therefore, 
Kanazawa et al[18] give out the modified equation taking consideration of liquid’s density 
and viscosity as shown in equation   
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∆f=- fu 3/2[(ρL ηL)/(П×(ρq μq)]1/2                            (Eq.1-13) 
Where fu is the resonant frequency of the quartz before loading; ρL is the liquid density, 
and ηL is the liquid viscosity. Their research has found that even with the viscosity 
property changes in liquid media, the QCM can still operate sensitively for mass changes 
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2.1 Materials 
Whatman Anodisc 25 alumina membranes of 60 µm thickness with 0.1 µm nominal pore 
size were purchased from Fisher Scientific. 1,2-dichloroethane(99+%), and 
Trifluoroacetic acid (98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; 2,3,4,5,6-
pentafluorobenzoic acid (>97%) was purchased from Fluka, and  perfluoropentanoic acid 
(98%) was obtained from Lancaster. And all of above chemicals were used as received.  
 
Mouse monoclonal antibody (IgG2b-kappa, clone GST 3-4C) rose against the 26 kDa 
GST proteins from S. japonica, supplied by ZYMED laboratories Inc. as a 200 ml aliquot 
at a concentration of 0.5 mg ml-1 in PBS, pH 7.4, containing 0.1% sodium azide (NaN3), 
and was used as received.  Monoclonal anti-glucose oxidase (anti-GOX) in forms of 
ascites fluid was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and supplied with the concentration of 
8.2 mg ml-1.  
 
2.2 Chemically grafted nano-porous alumina surface  
2.2.1 Sputtering of Al films 
Aluminum films were produced on microscopy glass slides by RF sputtering 
(Discovery®-18 Sputtering System) using a 99.999% Al target in an argon atmosphere. 
The deposition conditions for Al films using RF-sputtering are as indicated below: 
RF Gun Supply was under 200W; 
 
• Argon (Ar) flow rate used in the chamber was 60 sccm (standard cubic 
centimeter); 
• Chamber pressure was 10-7 Torr during sputtering process; 
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• The pre-sputtering time was kept the same for every deposition: 180 seconds to 
remove the impurity on target surface; 
• Sputtering time of 5400sec was applied on the substrates during all the 
experiments;  
Here, microscopy glass was used as substrate to support sputtered aluminum film. Before 
loading into the sputtering chamber, the microscopy glass was washed in dichloroethane, 
followed by acetone, ethanol, and nanopure water, and dried in oven at 120 oC.   
 
The parameters of sputtering affect sputtered surface in grain size, uniformity, sputtering 
speed, and thickness.  These affecting parameters mainly include power of RF gun, flow-
rate of activation gas, spin speed of the holder, and sputtering time.  
 
Figure 2.1. SEM results of sputtered Al on glass under sputtering conditions: 
A) 200W RF Gun Supply; B) 300W RF Gun Supply; with all of other 
parameters remain the same. 
A B 
 
The SEM pictures shown in Fig. 2.1 give the example that, both the sizes and uniformity 
of aluminum grains can be affected by the RF Gun Supply. With all other parameters 
remain the same as given in 2.2.1, Fig. 2.1A used 200W RF Gun Supply and Fig.2.1B 
used 300W. The aluminum grain sizes of sputtered Al under 200W RF Gun Supply range 
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from 70 nm to 150 nm, while under 300W RF Gun Supply, most of the grain sizes are 
more than 120 nm, even some of them extend 300nm. Furthermore, aluminum grains in 
Fig. 2.1A are more uniform than those in Fig. 2.1B. Therefore, the parameters of Fig 
2.1A are used in following sputtering conditions. 
  
 The thickness of sputtered aluminum was measured under profile meter. After 5400 sec 
sputtering, a layer of 436.1+ 7.4 nm aluminum was deposited on microscopy glass.  
 
2.2.2 Electrochemical anodization and surface etching of glass-supported alumina 
The electrochemical anodization of these aluminum films were prepared according to 
procedure described in reference [27]. The sputtered aluminum film was anodized at a 
voltage of 40 V, in 0.10 M oxalic acid for 3 min. The anodized film was then rinsed with 
de-ionized water thoroughly and immersed in a solution containing 0.20 M chromic acid 
and 0.30 M phosphoric acid for 5 min.  The film was rinsed with de-ionized water again, 
and anodized in 0.10 M oxalic acid for another 3min. Finally, the sample was rinsed with 
de-ionized water thoroughly. 
 
To obtain different sizes of pores on alumina surface, the etching process of glass-
supported alumina was carried out in 3 % phosphoric acid for different time periods 
ranging from 10 to 60 min. Finally, the samples were dried in oven at 120 oC for 2 h.  
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Morphology and microstructure of alumina-coated surfaces were observed using field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FEI, XL30-FEG SEM) with an energy 
dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX).   
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy pictures in Fig 2.3 clearly show the different pore sizes 
achieved by different etching time in 3wt% phosphoric acid. The pore sizes range from 
10 nm to 100 nm and give very regular pore structures (Fig 2.3 C, D, E). These pores are 
formed on the aluminum particles during the electrochemical anodization. At the 
beginning of anodization, the alumina comes out as nonporous (shown in Fig 2.2 step1,2), 
further Al2O3 forms through Al cations moving outward from the bottom and the anion 
and water molecules coming inward (shown in Fig 2.2 step3). With these continuous Al 
cations, anions and water molecules coming from bulk to the substrate interface, the 
successive Al2O3 grows from the underline aluminum substrate which acts as Al source to 
provide this oxide growth. In the other way, because of nonconductive Al2O3 formed, 
following anodization rate decreases, which is given by anodization current dropping 
from more than 150 mA to about 10s mA in the first ten seconds, and later the current 
stays at 2 mA.  
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The actual mechanism of forming the highly regular structure of the alumina is stilled 
uncertain, but is believed that fluxion of the anions and water molecule towards the 
alumina/liquid interface helps shape the pores within the porous layer as illustrated in Fig 
2.2 above. After the first step of anodization, the samples are immerged in the solution 
containing both chromic and phosphoric acid. The solution thins down alumina walls 
formed in the first step of anodization by etching (Fig 2.2 step 4).  Hence the following 
pores structures are shaped to form in the second anodization step (Fig 2.2 step5). After 
second anodization accomplished, these porous alumina are further etched in 3% 
phosphoric acid.  
 
An increased pore sizes are observed with extension of the surface etching time in 3% 
phosphoric acid, given by a series of SEM pictures in Figure 2.3. In Fig 2.3A, on the 
glass-supported alumina surface without etching in phosphoric acid, about 10 ~ 20nm 
pores can be investigated. Between the pores there are 100 ~ 200nm wide “alumina wall”.  
On the surface, pores do not appeared on some particles as large as 500nm. It is because 
of that the alumina growing from aluminum cover the channels between alumina walls, 
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thus the pores can not be observed from the surface planar. When etching process takes 
place, a layer of alumina surface in all dimensions exposed to the etching solution is 
shaved off. The longer the etching time, the more of the alumina layer are removed.  As a 
result, the alumina wall become thinner, and the pores become larger (from Fig 2.3 B to 
Fig 2.3 D). In addition, a decrease of the surface roughness has been found due to the 
larger possibility of the outlet surface exposed to bulk etching solution. However, when 
the etching time extends to 60 mins (Fig 2.3 E), even some of the alumina walls begin to 
be totally removed away, which result in the combination of the pores.  
 
0 min   30 min
 45 min  60 min
15 min BA C
A
D E
Figure 2.3 SEM pictures of glass-supported alumina film with different pore sizes 
 
In addition, the sputtering produces a surface comprise of aluminum particles rather than 
those uniform aluminum films with a thickness of 100s um normally used to create AAO 
or those annealed aluminum surface which are seemed as non-crystal. And the cubic 
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particles sizes of about 300~500nm in Fig 2.3 A are similar in shape with those original 
sputtered aluminum particles. A possibility exists that the alumina particles (shown in Fig 
2.3) are derived from sputtered aluminum particles (shown in Fig 2.1A). The size 
increase of these cubic alumina particles (300~500nm) from original aluminum particles 
(70~150nm) can be due to: 1) the crystal unit size increase after Al growing to Al2O3; 2) 
the introduction of alumina channels help increase particle size. From Fig 2.3 B to Fig 2.3 
E, it also can be observed that pores are formed within the scale of the aluminum 
particles.  It is probably that the individual aluminum particles produced by sputtering 
form as the surface unit when alumina grows. During the growing process, successive 
aluminum supply for further alumina growth only comes from the individual alumina 
particles rather than the whole aluminum films. Different from those annealed aluminum 
or aluminum films with a uniform surface on which the whole aluminum surface acts as 
successive aluminum supply source for alumina growth, the naturally formed 
nonconductive alumina on surface between the individual sputtered aluminum particles 
forms as a gap for one aluminum particle to supply the other when alumina grows. 
Therefore, the original aluminum particles size is one of the factors (anodizaiton voltage, 
electrolyte, and so on) which determine or limit alumina pore sizes. This is also the 
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2.2.3 Preparation of chemical treated commercial alumina membrane and glass-
supported alumina 
 treated alumina surfaces were prepared by refluxing the samples in 1, 2-dichloroethane 
solutions containing 0.03 M trifluoroacetic acid. The refluxing was carried out at 60 oC 
for 2 h.  After removal of samples from the solutions, they were rinsed with de-ionized 
water and dried in oven at 45 oC before further analysis. The same procedure was used 
for chemical treatment of alumina surface with perfluoropentanoic acid and 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-
pentafluorobenzoic acid.  The chemically treated surfaces were characterized using 
Kratos X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy AXIS Instrument. 
 
2.2.4 Preparation of chemically grafted etched glass-supported alumina films  
As described in section 3.3, the glass-supported alumina film was etched before the 
chemical modification procedure, in order to improve the chemical modification process.  
Etching was carried out as described above in section 2.2.2 with the etching time of 30 
mins. The same chemical treatment process of alumina same as section 2.2.3 was carried 
out on the etched glass-supported alumina films.  The chemically treated surfaces were 
characterized under Kratos X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy AXIS Instrument. 
 
2.3 Contact angle measurement on chemically grafted etched glass-supported 
alumina films 
Contact angle measurements were carried out on etched glass-supported alumina surface 
with different pore sizes before and after surface modification by CF3(CF2)3COOH.  The 
specimen has been placed in vacuum oven overnight to thoroughly remove water residue 
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in alumina before measurements. The measurements were taken at five different locations 
along the alumina surface.   
 
2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy Force-Distance study on chemically grafted alumina 
surface 
AFM force-distance plot measurements were carried out to study alumina surface 
property before and after the chemical modification procedure.  As in contact angle 
measurements, the surface has to be placed overnight in vacuum oven at room 
temperature to ensure the specimens were thoroughly dried before AFM force-distance 
plot measurements. The AFM force-distance plot studies were carried out using Digital 
Instrument from Veeco® Metrology Group Digital under ambient conditions. 
 
2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy study on chemically grafted alumina surface adsorbed 
with Immunoglobulin.  
1.5µg ml-1 IgG (Mouse monoclonal anti-GST) solution was made in pH 7 PBS buffer, 
containing 0.1M NaCl. IgG solution was added on both chemically modified and 
unmodified commercial alumina membranes from Whatman® membrane with 200nm 
pores, acting as templates for adsorption of IgG. The adsorption time takes 20mins. A 
control using chemically unmodified alumina and buffer solution without IgG, was 
carried out under the same experimental conditions.  All samples were rinsed thoroughly 
with de-ionized water after the adsorption procedure, and dried under nitrogen gas before 
further measurement under AFM.  
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Chemically grafted commercial alumina surfaces with perfluoropentanoic acid with pore 
size of 200nm were soaked in anti-Glucose Oxidase (anti-GOX) IgG solution with 
different concentration for IgG adsorption. Available concentrations include 0.4 µg ml-1, 
0.8 µg ml-1, 1.6 µg ml-1, 2.4 µg ml-1, and 3.2 µg ml-1. The adsorption time takes 30mins. 
After that, the surface was air dried before studied under AFM. Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) studies were carried out using tapping mode under ambient 
conditions, from Digital Instrument from Veeco Metrology Group.  
  
 
2.6 QCM study of IgG adsorption on aluminum oxide.  
The 8MHz quartz crystals are bought from CH Instruments respectively. Mouse 
monoclonal antibody (IgG2b-kappa, clone GST 3-4C) raised against the 26 kDa GST 
proteins from S. japonica, supplied by ZYMED laboratories Inc. as a 200 ml aliquot at a 
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml in PBS, pH 7.4, containing 0.1% sodium azide (NaN3), and 
was used as received.  
 
The gold surface of quartz crystal was cleaned by piranha solution (3:1 concentrated 
sulphuric acid to hydrogen peroxide) for half hour at 70°C to remove any impurities on 
the surface. The quartz was then washed with D.I. water and ethanol and dried with 
nitrogen gas. About 390 nm Al (according to the thickness measured in section 2.2.2) 
was sputtered on quartz crystal by period of 3600 sec sputtering under RF sputtering 
(Discovery®-18 Sputtering System) using a 99.999% Al target in an argon atmosphere.  
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The quartz crystal is held in a vertical orientation between O-rings in a Teflon cell holder 
and connected to an oscillator. The frequency is recorded by Autolab GPES 4.7 software. 
The QCM cell was fitted with the Al-sputtered quartz crystal and stabilized in 5ml of D.I. 
water. There was a negative drift and it takes typically 5h for the baseline to stabilize. 
After the baseline had relatively stabilized, an aliquot of IgG (in the range of 4uL to 32uL) 
was added to the water with stirring to ensure even distribution of the IgG molecules 
within the solution). The frequency shift was then monitored with time, until a plateau 
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3.1 Introduction 
Commercial membrane filters are available in many different specifications, including 
pore size, pore density, flexibility and hydrophilicity.  It is clear that these properties are 
determined by the membrane materials, besides the methods of fabrication. Among these 
membrane filters, nano-porous alumina membranes are widely employed for a variety of 
applications.  These applications include solvent filtration for high-performance liquid 
chromatography, liposome extrusion, micro- and nano-meter filtration. Increasingly, 
nano-porous alumina membranes have been applied in non-filtration related applications 
such as templates for synthesis of nano-wires[27,28] and nano-rods[29], support for cell 
cultures[30] and microscopy studies, and recently, as high surface area support for lipid 
bilayer formation.  All these latter applications rely on the same properties which make 
alumina an attractive material for filtration applications, that is, its high pore density of 
about 1x1010 pores cm-2, narrow pore size distribution, chemical and thermal stability, as 
well as its rigid support structure.  
 
Substrate supported nano-porous alumina prepared from electrochemical anodization has 
its advantages of well controlled pores with variable diameters and high pore densities 
which have found wide use as templates for growth of nanostructure materials and 
catalysis. However, there is little research carried out on chemical grafting of nano-
porous alumina membranes and substrate-supported alumina prepared from 
electrochemical anodization of aluminum.  Chemical grafting of alumina surfaces would 
further enhance its performance in filtration and non-filtration applications, in which 
variation of surface property is desirable. 
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Alumina made from anodization of aluminum sheets have been grafted with 
poly(ethylene) glycol by activation of the hydroxyl terminal groups using chlorosilane 
and later covalent coupling with trace –OH groups on the alumina[21,22].  Other groups 
have generally approached chemical grafting of alumina membranes by direct 
functionalizing with organo-chlorosilanes with the surface –OH [23] groups on the alumina 
[24].  These two approaches are generally adopted for grafting of silicon-based surfaces 
with organic compounds.  Recently it has been shown that using high pressure vials, 
physical adsorption of organo-carboxylic acids was achieved on alumina powders and 
aluminum sheets covered with surface oxides (α-alumina) derived from air oxidation [25].  
We modify this approach and apply it to commercial alumina (γ-alumina) membranes as 
well as alumina films made in-house using electrochemical anodization.  The reaction is a 
simple one-pot process which yields a stable product with evidence which presently 
suggests chemical covalent bond formed between the carboxylate groups of organo-
carboxylic acids and the surface –OH groups of alumina.   
 
Herein, we describe a process [21] to modify the alumina surfaces, both commercial 
alumina membrane and sputtered alumina films, as the two surfaces were thought to be 
the same type of alumina both made of anodized aluminum. And these grafted surfaces 
show different effect on adsorption behavior of an immunoglobulin molecule.  
 
3.2 XPS study of chemically treated commercial alumina membrane 
The alumina membrane surfaces after different chemical treatment using the procedure 
described in section 2.4 were studied using XPS on Al 2p, C 1s, and F 1s respectively. A 
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common convention is to put saturated, un-functional C 1s at 284.5 eV which could be 
assigned to hydrocarbon contamination in XPS chamber. Here, all the curves has been 
fitted by assigned to C 1s = 284.5 eV.  
 
XPS study of F 1s peaks on chemically treated commercial alumina surfaces are given in 
Fig. 3.1. It is apparent that on un-treated bare commercial alumina surface, there is no F 
1s peak observed. After the surface was treated with three different fluorinated carboxylic 
acids, different intensities of F 1s peaks appear at about 688 eV, confirming the presence 
of a layer of fluorinated group on the chemically treated commercial alumina surface. 
Detailed peak parameters have been summarized in Table 3.1. The positions of F 1s 
allocate at 687.971 eV, 688.403 eV and 687.772 eV of CF3COOH, CF3(CF2)3COOH and 
C6F5COOH respectively. It is reasonable for the different F 1s peak position that on 
C6F5COOH, because of the conjugative effect on benzene ring, there is negative shift of 
~0.2 eV compared with F 1s peak position of CF3- on CF3(CF2)3COOH. Moreover, the 
FWHM (A full width at half maximum) of F 1s on C6F5COOH is about 0.3 eV less than 
the other two, which also due to the benzene ring effect. In addition, F 1s peak on 
CF3COOH is shifted by -0.5 eV relative to F 1s on CF3(CF2)3COOH. It is because that on 
CF3COOH, the electron-withdrawing effect of C=O group imposed on CF3-, whereas on 
CF3(CF2)3COOH, this electron-withdrawing effect is shared with CF3(CF2)3-. However, 
as the electron-withdrawing effect of C=O group execute indirectly on F- (by affecting 
adjacent C), the shift is not large and within 0.5 eV.  
 



















































F atomic concentration (%) 0.93 4.40 3.02 
Al atomic concentration 
(%) 
16.98 12.99 16.38 
F/Al atomic concentration 0.055 0.339 0.184 Table 3.1: parameters of F 1s peak on commercial alumina surface treated by 
different fluorinated carboxylic acid. 
 F 1s of CF3COOH F 1s of CF3(CF2)3COOH F 1s of C6F5COOH
BE(eV) 687.971 688.403 687.772 
FWHM(eV) 2.05 2.09 1.75  ratio 
able 3.2 shows the atomic concentrations of fluorine F and aluminum Al on the surfaces 
f commercial alumina membrane samples, after treatment with three different types of 
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fluorinated organic acids. It is clear from Table 3.2 that the atomic concentration ratio of 
F to Al on the surface of alumina membrane sample treated with CF3(CF2)3COOH is 
nearly twice that of the surface treated with C6F5COOH. This is not surprising since there 
are 9 F atoms on CF3(CF2)3COOH molecule compared to only 5 F atoms on 
CF3(CF2)3COOH. However, the surface atomic concentration ratio of F to Al for alumina 
membrane sample treated with CF3COOH is considerably much lower than the samples 
treated with CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH.  This is inconsistent with the relative 
numbers of F atoms in the organic acids.  Clearly, this suggests a lower surface coverage 
by CF3COOH compared to CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH. 
 
Raw XPS spectra of Al 2p (Fig. 3.2) indicate ~0.35 eV shifts in the peaks after chemical 
treatment of the commercial alumina membrane samples with the organic acids. We 
fitted the Al 2p peaks using the original peak position of the un-treated alumina at 74.26 
eV and obtain shifts of the second peak after surface treatment with the three different 
types of fluorinated carboxylic acids (Fig 3.3 A~D). In Fig. 3.3 A~D, peak 1 are the 
original Al 2p peak with the same position as in un-treated alumina, and peak 2 are the 
split Al 2p peaks caused by chemical treatment. These shifts of Al 2p ranging from 
between ~0.6-0.9 eV clearly indicate chemical shifts [ ]31 , indicative of a covalent grafting 
process which probably occurs on oxygen atoms adjacent to aluminum atoms.  
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with  C6F5COOH 
Original Al 2p 
position (eV) 
74.26 
Al split peak (eV) 75.14 74.85 75.04 
























Figure 3.3 A XPS study of Al 2p on un-treated commercial 
alumina membrane 
 
Figure 3.3 B XPS study of Al 2p on CF3COOH-treated 
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Figure 3.3 C XPS study of Al 2p on CF3(CF2)3COOH-treated 





















Figure 3.3 D XPS study of Al 2p on C6F5COOH-treated 
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Spectra in Fig. 3.4 A~D are XPS study of C 1s on chemically treated alumina surfaces 
compared to the un-treated ones. An obvious peak at low BE which can be observed in 
all these four spectra is assigned to hydrocarbon contamination and is set to 284.5 eV. It 
is apparent that in Fig.3.4 C, the peak at highest BE of 293.52 eV indicates the C 1s peak 
of CF3- group, and second highest BE of 290.94 suggests C 1s peak of CF2- group. 
Moreover, in Fig.3.4 D, the peak at 289.32 eV is C 1s of CF on benzene ring. Whereas, 
on bare alumina surface (Fig 3.4A), these peaks appear at high BE corresponding to CF3 
is absent.  Similarly, in Fig.3.4B, CF3COOH-treated commercial alumina surface does 
not show such peaks with high BE of more than 290 eV. This is probably due to the 
limited amount of CF3- group indicated in Fig.3.1 is covered by or combine with 
carboxylic group presented at 288.87 eV.   
 
In Conclusion, XPS studies on F 1s, C 1s, and Al 2p indicate that commercial alumina 
surfaces are grafted with three kinds of fluorinated carboxylic acid.  
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Figure 3.4 B XPS study of C 1s on CF3COOH-treated 
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Figure 3.4 C XPS study of C 1s on CF3(CF2)3COOH-treated 




























Figure 3.4 D XPS study of C 1s on C6F5COOH-treated 
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3.3 XPS study of chemically treated Glass-supported alumina film  
The glass-supported alumina films after different chemical treatment were studied by 
XPS on Al 2p, C 1s, and F 1s respectively. A common convention has been exerted to 
saturated, un-functional C 1s at 284.5 eV which could be assigned to hydrocarbon 
contamination in XPS chamber. Here, all the curves has been fitted by assigned to C 1s = 
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Figure 3.7 A XPS study of Al 2p on un-treated glass-
supported alumina film 
Figure 3.7 B XPS study of Al 2p on CF3COOH-treated glass-


























Figure 3.7 C XPS study of Al 2p on CF3(CF2)3COOH-treated 
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Figure 3.7 D XPS study of Al 2p on C6F5COOH-treated glass-
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0.82 4.38 1.56 
Al atomic 
concentration (%) 
19.58 19.95 21.80 
F/Al atomic 
concentration ratio 






Figure 3.8 D XPS study of C 1s on C6F5COOH-treated 








































Original Al 2p 
position (eV) 
74.25 
Al split peak (eV) 74.73 74.94 - 
Peak shift (eV) 0.48 0.69 - 
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When th pported alumina film 
samples, it is noted th ith results obtained for commercial alumina 
membranes treated with different fluorinated carboxylic acid (Tab.3.2), glass-supported 
alumina surfaces yield lower values of the F/Al concentration ratio (Tab. 3.4). Meanwhile, 
it yields a slightly different result as shown in Table 3.2.  The results in Table 3.4 indicate 
that the surface atomic concentration ratio of F to Al on the surface treated with 
CF3COOH is about one-fifth compared with that of the one treated with CF3(CF2)3COOH, 
which is similar with commercial membrane samples. However, the atomic concentration 
ratio of F to Al on the surface treated with C6F5COOH is considerably lower than half of 
atomic concentration ratio of F to Al on the surface treated with CF3(CF2)3COOH, 
suggesting a lower surface coverage of C6F5COOH on glass-supported alumina film 
compared with commercial membrane. It can be concluded that CF3(CF2)3COOH is the
giving the highest surf
 
A~D are XPS study of C 1s on on chemically treated glass-supported 
 to the un-treated ones. An obvious peak at low BE which can be 
e four spectra is assigned to hydrocarbon contamination and is set to 
2 of 293.43 eV 
indicates the C 1s pea  
peak of CF2- group; in Fig. 3.8 D, the pea  enzene ring. 
W -treated glass-supported alumina surface (Fig 3.8 A), these peaks appear 
at high BE corresponding to CF3 is absent.
e same chemical treatment method was applied to glass-su
at in comparison w
 
best organic modifier on both commercial membrane and glass-supported alumina film, 
ace coverage. 
Spectra in Fig. 3.8 
alumina compared
observed in all thes
84.5 eV. Similarly with Fig. 3.4, in Fig.3.8 C, the peak at highest BE 
k of CF3- group, and second highest BE 
k at 290.24 eV is C
of 291.112 suggests C 1s
1s of CF on b
hereas, on un
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A particular kind of C 1s peak around ~288 eV can be found on each glass-supported 
alumina surface in Fig. 3.8. To be in detail, the peak appears as peak 2 (288.58 eV) in Fig. 
3.8A; peak 2 (288.02 eV) in Fig. 3.8 B; peak 4 (288.49 eV) in Fig. 3.8C; and peak 2 
(288.85 eV) in Fig. 3.8D which are likely to be an additional carboxylic group other than 
the existing fluorinated carboxylic group. However, this kind of C 1s peak does not 
appear on commercial alumina membrane surface, as well as those treated with different 
fluorinated carboxylic acid. Since its appearance on un-treated glass-supported alumina 
surface, it is probably that this particular peak is coming from the substrate, and possibly 
formed when anodization carried out in oxalic acid.    
 
Furthermore, shifts in the raw XPS spectra of Al 2p on these glass-supported alumina 
film (Fig. 3.6) are not observed as obvious as appears on commercial alumina surface 
which shown in Fig. 3.2. With the same method as used on commercial alumina surface, 
these Al 2p peaks are fitted using the original peak position of the un-treated glass-
pported alumina surface. The obtained second Al 2p peak of CF3COOH-treated glass-su
supported alumina surface (Tab.3.3) gives a much smaller shift compared with the one of 
commercial alumina surface which gives the number of 0.88 eV (Tab. 2.3). Moreover, 
there is not any second Al 2p peak can be figured out from C6F5COOH-treated glass-
supported alumina surface. However, it is interesting to be found that on 
CF3(CF2)3COOH-treated glass-supported alumina surface, this second Al 2p peak gives a 
even larger shift of 0.69 eV than that on commercial alumina with 0.59 eV. It is 
illustrated again that CF3(CF2)3COOH appears as a better modifier than the other two 
fluorinated carboxylic acid.  
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For the observation of both the decrease of Al 2p peak shift and lower F/Al concentration 
ratio given on these glass-supported alumina surface, we think this is due to exposure of 
the alumina surface to oxalic acid during the anodization process, which remain 
entrapped on the surface and interfere with the chemical reaction between carboxylic 
acids and surface Al-OH groups.  Oxalic acid is known to form stable chelating bonds 
with metal ions and likewise, we think the remnant oxalic acid may have formed a stable 
surface layer on the alumina surface, thus hinder subsequent surface chemical reactions 
or physical-adsorption by fluoro-carboxylic acids. This postulate is supported by 
observation of unusually high proportion of COOH groups (represented by peak at 




(Fig 3.8A), compared to the commercial alumina membrane samples (Fig 3.4A) as we 
discussed above.  According to this postulate, we tried to use phosphoric acid to etch the 
glass-supported alumina in order to remove the contaminated outer surface, thus allowed 
the fresh alumina exposed to the chemicals. After etching of the glass-supported alumina 
film samples using phosphoric acid, the proportion of COOH groups decrease (Fig 3.12A)
which will be discussed in the following section.  We carried out chemical treatments of 
these etched samples with the same organic acids and using the same procedure as for the 
commercial alumina membrane samples. 
 
In conclusion, the surface coverage of fluorinated carboxylic acid on glass-supported 
alumina surface is not as good as on commercial alumina. It is highly suspected that the 
surface remnant from oxalic acid when anodization prohibit the further surface reaction 
with fluorinated carboxylic ac
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3.4 XPS study of chemically treated Etched glass-supported Alumina films  
The etched glass-supported alumina films after different chemical treatment were studied 
by XPS on Al 2p, C 1s, and F 1s respectively. 
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 Figure 3.11 A. XPS study of Al 2p on un-grafted etched glass-





















Figure 3.11 B. XPS study of Al 2p on CF3COOH-treated 
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Figure 3.11 C. XPS study of Al 2p on CF3(CF2)3COOH-











































Figure 3.11 D XPS study of Al 2p on
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Figure 3.12 A. XPS study of C 1s on un-treated etched 

























igure 3.12 B. XPS study of C 1s on CF3COOH-treated 
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F
tr lumina film 
igure 3.12 C. XPS study of C 1s on CF3(CF2)3COOH-

























Figure 3.12 D. XPS study of C 1s on C6F5COOH-treated 
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film treated with 
C6F5COOH 





0.65 3.83 1.85 
Al atomic 
concentration (%) 
24.83 27.73 24.70 
F/Al atomic 
concentration ratio 
0.026 0.138 0.075 
 
 
Table 3.6 gives the quantitative XPS results on the F/Al ratios of these etched glass-
supported alumina samples. These F/Al ratios are still lower compared to the commercial 
alumina membrane chemically treated with the corresponding acids (refer to Table 3.2 
for comparison).  However, when comparing the F/Al ratios between the different acids, 
it is clear the etched glass-supported alumina samples undergo surface treatments in 
much the same way as the commercial alumina membrane samples.  For examples, the 
results indicate that etched glass-supported surface atomic concentration ratio of F to Al 
on the surface treated with CF3(CF2)3COOH is about 1.84 times of atomic concentration 
ratio of F to Al on the surface treated with C6F5COOH, which is the same as commercial 
membrane samples. The ratio is reasonable as the atomic number of F in 
CF3(CF2)3COOH is 1.8 times of the one in C6F5COOH. Meanwhile, the atomic 
Table 3.7: Al 2P peak shift of treated etched glass-supported alumina surfaces 
 Etched glass-
supported alumina 








film treated with 
C6F5COOH 
Original Al 2p 
position (ev) 
74.14 
Al split peak (ev)  75.15 74.88 75.01 
Peak shift (ev) 1.01 0.74 0.87 
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concentr H is about one-fifth 
compared with that of the one treated with CF3 2 3 ilar to that 
observed in the commercial membrane samples. Thus it can be concluded that both 
CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH give higher surface coverage compared to CF3COOH 
on commercial membrane and etched glass-supported alumina films.  
 
Spectra in Fig. 3.12 A~D are XPS study of C 1s on chemically treated glass-supported 
alumina compared to the un-treated ones. The obvious peak at low BE is assigned to 
hydrocarbon contamination and set to 284.5 eV for all the samples. Similarly with Fig. 
3.4, in Fig.3.12C, the peak at highest BE of 293.75 eV indicates the C 1s peak of CF3- 
group, and second highest BE of 290.70 eV suggests C 1s peak of CF2- group; in Fig. 
3.12D, the peak at 290.16 eV is C 1s of CF on benzene ring. Whereas, on un-treated
glass-sup ear at high BE 
corresponding to CF3 is absent.   
 
In addition, though the suspected carboxylic C 1s peak near 288 eV still exist on the 
etched glass-supported alumina surface (shown in Fig. 3.12A), when compared to un-
treated commercial alumina surface (Fig. 3.4A), the intensity has been decreased to about 
100 eV from about 400 eV on the un-treated glass-supported alumina surface (Fig. 3.8A).  
It is probably due to the surface etching by phosphoric acid which at the same time 
removes the carboxylic group from the surface.     
 
ation ratio of F to Al on the surface treated with CF3COO
(CF ) COOH, which is sim
 
ported alumina surface (Fig 3.12A), these peaks app
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In Fig. 3.11 A~D, interestingly, chemical treatment of glass-supported alumina film 
samples treated with p sh if
positions as chemicall
ethod as m ed in Section 3.  above. These 
V to ~1.0 eV . 3.7) indicating emical shifts 
chemical grafting happened on commercial membrane 





C g is th st carried out on ina surfaces wh e freshly etched 
hosphoric acid etch 
y treated commercial al
ows similar peak sh
umina membranes. The
ts in the Al 2p peak 
se second peaks are 
figured out based on fits mbest ention 2&3.3
second peaks shift fro 7 em ~0.  (Tab  the ch
which suggests the s  imilar
a
ft on the anodized al o idumina films after an
 decrease the carboxy
 take p
dization in oxalic ac
lic remnant species 
lly.  
 inhibit the chemica
on anodized alumina 
urface, chemical grafting can
hemical graftin us be  alum ich ar
and the same chemical grafting can be achieved for both commercial alumina membranes 
and alumina films prepared from sputtered aluminum followed by electrochemical 
anodization. 
 
3.5 Contact Angle measurement on chemical grafted etched glass-supported 
alumina 
Table 3.8 shows contact angle results for glass-supported alumina film samples with 
different pores sizes, after thorough drying in oven at 120 oC. The results indicate 
increases in contact angles on alumina surface according to alumina pore size increase, 
suggesting an increase of hydrophobicity of the surface.   However, the same trend is not 
observed for the chemically treated glass-supported alumina film samples.   
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Table 3.8: Contact angles measured on glass-supported alumina film samples with 
o
room temperature before measurements. 
Etching time (min) Bare alumina  treated with 
3 2 3
different pores sizes.  Samples were placed in oven at 120 C overnight and cooled to 
 
CF (CF ) COOH 
Bare alumina 83.1 105.0 
20 96.3 103.5 
30 98.1 98.6 
40 111.1 111.7 
50 111.4 104.2 
 
chemically treated films.  The effects of increasing hydrophobicity by changing pore 
pore sizes means more contact with ‘air pockets’ within the pore chan  ‘air 
pockets’ exert little attractive forces on water droplets and hence, an alumina sample with 
materials.  Increasing pore sizes for the ch
Increasing pore sizes do not increase further the hydrophobic properties of these 
sizes and by chemical grafting are clearly not additive.  This is not surprising since larger 
nels.  These
large pore sizes are similar to one in which the pore channels are filled with hydrophobic 
emically treated alumina sample would have 
little effects on its hydrophobicity property if both the surface and the ‘air-pockets’ have 
hydrophobicity at all parts of the alumina sample.  This is likely due to incomplete 
adsorption by fluoro-carboxylic acids as we have observed in the XPS studies above.  
ted alumina samples 
es longer than 10 mins.    
 
similar low attractive forces for water.   In addition, we found that at short etching time of 
10 min, chemical treatment with CF3(CF2)3COOH does not yield the same surface 
removal of the surface oxalic acids which hinder surface chemical reactions or physical-
Hence, contact angle measurements are carried out on glass-suppor
etched at tim
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This contact angle study indicates that chemical grafting of alumina films and membranes 
brings about changes in the surface hydrophobic property of alumina, whilst at same time, 
shows little variations despite changes in pore sizes.  The consistent contact angles 
measured for these alumina samples possessing different pore sizes suggest strongly the 
possibility of using these chemically treated samples in applications requiring consistent 
surface hydrophobicity or in applications in which this property is critical to the 
application performance. Clearly, these results indicate the potential of varying other 
surface properties of alumina by choosing appropriate functional groups for the organic 
acids employed during the chemical treatment procedure.   
 
3.6 AFM Force-Distance Plot study on chemically grafted commercial alumina 
a grain rather than a surface comprise of a number of alumina grain and 
ores.  
surface 
A silicon nitride probe used in AFM force-distance plot study is known as highly 
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Table 3.9  Force distribution frequency of alumina surface as percentage of total 
CF COOH, CF (CF ) COOH and C F COOH respectively.  
number of measurements, grafted using three fluorinated carboxylic acids: 
3 3 2 3 6 5
Range of the force  CF3COOH CF3(CF2)3COOH C6F5COOH 
0 0% 5.75% 22.81% 
>0~5nN 0% 1.15% 5.26% 
>5~10 nN 0% 8.05% 28.07% 
>10~15 nN 0% 21.84% 12.28% 
>15~20 nN 0% 40.23% 8.77% 
>20~25 nN 0% 5.75% 7.02% 
>25~30 nN 19.40% 4.60% 3.51% 
>30~35 nN 26.87% 3.45% 12.28% 
>35~40 nN 26.12% 3.45% 0% 
>40~45 nN 26.12% 5.75% 0% 
>45 nN 1.49% 0% 0% 
 































 The Fig. 3.13 gives the distribution of attractive forces between AFM probe and 
hemically grafted surfaces, as well as comparison among the differently treated surfaces. 
Table 3.9 summarized force values arrive in different force range from 0 to more than 45 
nN on each grafted surface. For example, on CF3COOH grafted surface, 26.87% of all 
the force measurements are more than 30 nN and less or equal than 35 nN.   
 
From the graph of both Fig.3.13 and Table 3.9, it is observed that the force between the 
silicon nitride tip and the CF3COOH grafted surface mainly ranges from 25 to 45 nN 
(98.51% of all the measurements), with standard deviation of 5.3 nN.  On the other hand, 
Figure 3.14  the force distribution percentage of alumina surface 
modified by three fluorinated carboxylic acid: CF3COOH, 
CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH respectively.  
 
A force between the AFM probe and alumina surface is measured when the tip is 
retracted from the surface. At least five different areas of each grafted surface have been 
studied.
c
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more than three-quartile of the measured forces on CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH 
grafted alumina surfaces lie mainly around 5~25nN (77.01% of all the measurements and 
standard deviation of 9.7) and 0~ 25nN (84.21% of all the measurements and standard 
deviation of 10.5), respectively.  The mean (and median) values of the measured forces 
for CF3COOH, CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH grafted surfaces are 35.9 (36.6), 17.8 
(16.8) and 12.2 (9.6).   The difference between the means and medians indicates the 
distribution is slightly skewed towards lower forces for CF3COOH, higher forces for 
CF3(CF2)3COOH and higher forces for C6F5COOH.  In comparison, all measured forces 
between the probe and bare alumina lie in the range of 0~10nN, clearly showing an 




Figure 3.14 15 AFM Force-Distance Plot measure position. 
 
 
The increase tive for n probe tip and grafted a a surfaces 
illustrates the m hobic su perty of fluorinated carboxylic acid grafted 
alumina surface. When the probe retracts from the surface, the grafted alumina surface 
interacts favorably with the hydrophobic silicon nitride probe, thus gives an increased 
of the interac ce betwee lumin
ore hydrop rface pro
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measured force than the less hydrophobic bare alumina surface. This increase of the 
hydrophobicity of fluorinated carboxylic acid grafted surface is due to hydrophobic 
component of fluorinated groups [32] on the surface after grafting. These AFM force-
distance plot results further confirm the successful grafting on alumina surface.   
 
The AFM probe tip may contact the alumina surface at various positions along the 
alumina grain.  One position is at the central part of an alumina grain (Fig 3.15A); the 
other possible position is at the pores which appear as “dark spots” in the AFM image as 
shown in Fig 3.15 B.  These two positions represent the extremes which would yield very 
different values of the contact force.  All other positions would yield values of contact 
force in between these two extremes. 
 
It is found that larger force values are obtained when the AFM probe measures at the
 tip retracts 
om exposed alumina grain of bare alumina surface, it gives zero force of interaction. 
 
“dark spots”.  For example, on the alumina surface grafted by CF3(CF2)3COOH, all the 
force values more than 25 nN are acquired when silicon nitride probe retract from the 
pores of the surface. Whereas, 10~20nN large forces are obtained when AFM probe 
measures on exposed alumina grains. Similarly, on C6F5COOH grafted surface, all the 
forces larger than 15nN come from the “dark spots” measurements. The same trend can 
also be found on CF3COOH grafted surface, forces those larger than 40nN are attributed 
by AFM probe retracts from alumina pores. It is also found that, when AFM
fr
Whereas when the tip measures in the pores of the surface, it gives 7~10 nN forces.  
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It is possible that when the AFM probe tip contacts the exposed alumina grain, only the 
tip end touches the surface followed by retracting. The retracting force is thus obtained 
due to interaction between the tip end and the surface. If the fluorine groups appear on 
the surface, a hydrophobic interaction occurs between the end of the tip and the surface. 
However, if the surface is not hydrophobic, there is little interaction between the tip and 
the surface, which is conformed using the bare alumina surface in which the AFM Force-
Distance Plot gives 0 nN (not shown) when probing the exposed alumina grains.  
 
In contrast, when the AFM probe tip retracts from the pores of alumina surface, both the 
side and end of probe tip are able to contact the alumina surface.  Thus besides, the 
interaction between the end of the tip and the alumina surface, two other sources of the 
force attributes to the final measurement.  One is hydrophobic interaction between side of 
the tip and the surface, which has more contact area between each other thus, gives 
increased force value; the other is the frictional force between the side of the tip and the 
surface. The magnitude of this frictional force is estimated to be about 7~10 nN, from 
measured forces when the probe tip retracts from the pores of a bare alumina surface.  
 
This AFM Force-Distance Plot study carried out on nano-scale single alumina grain 
surface, which excluded the surface roughness effects on hydrophobicity measurement. 
The increasing attractive force between AFM probe and alumina surface after the surface 
grafted with fluorinated group indicates more hydrophobic surface is presented. The 
study gives out good suggest on further researches in which atomic level interaction is 
considered such as protein adsorption on surface with different properties.   
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In conclusion, surface component measurement by XPS, surface properties by both 
contact angle and AFM force-distance studies indicated chemical modification has been 
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4.1 Introduction 




iosensors [35, 36] and heterogeneous catalysis[37] . Especially, the immobilization of bio-
olecules onto solid surface with well controlled orientation and array, while 
aintaining their biological functionality is of a great interest in science today [38-40]. 
owever, it is more difficult to achieve the same level of precise control for these 
iological molecules compared to the simpler molecules which are smaller and/or possess 
gularly repeated sub-units such as the organic molecules, polymers and nano-particles. 
 contrast, bio-molecules such as proteins are essentially high-molecular-weight 
olyamides which adopt an exquisite complexity characterized as primary, secondary, 
rtiary, and quaternary structures. In their physical forms, a number of different 
onformations can occur in the solution and solid states, as well as at the solid-liquid 
terface. Generally, adsorption at the solid-liquid interface occurs when the adsorption 
bstance migrates from the adjacent phase to the surface, followed by its accumulation 
 the interface between bulk and surface, with resultant decrease in entropy that is larger 
r a flexible bio-molecules compared to a small or rigid molecule.[41]. Fundamentally, 
io-molecular immobilization on solid substrates involves forces of interaction between 
e bio-molecules and solid surface, which vary from weak van der Waals type of force 
cluding electrostatic forces, hydrophobic interaction, and steric forces, to strong 
ovalent bonds mainly in chemisorptions. Here, we do not include the covalent binding 
etween protein and solid surface. 
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The immobilization of bio-molecules onto solid surface with well controlled orientation 
nd array, while maintaining their biological functionality is of a great interest in science 
day [38-40]. It is potentially useful to applications in separations science, biosensors and 
iomaterials.  
Self-assembly of immunoglobuli xtensively studied on modified 
hydrophobic gold surfaces [42-44] However, little work has been 
carried out for aluminum oxide surfaces [46, 47] .   Multiple intermolecular binding sites 
along the surface of a biological molecule however, makes it very difficult if not 
impossible, to predict accurately orientations of a protein molecule whilst physically 
bound onto a substrate surface. In our laboratory, we have selected immunoglobulin 
molecules as the surface modifying agents and the substrates employed are aluminum 
m
 
Since the first descr as a proteinaceous 
substance in urine specimen, the general structure of immunoglobulin has been very well 
lucidated. It comprises two distinct polypeptides combined to give two identical flexible 
rms (also known as Fab arms) and a short constant stem region (known as Fc domain) 
ith a total molecular mass of about 150 kDalton [48] .  Binding of antigens occur at the 
exible arms which impart its Y-shaped structure first elucidated in 1967 by Valentine 
nd Green using scanning electron microscopy and bifunctional antigens [48].  In recent 
n years, there has been much progress in the study of self-assembly of immunoglobulin 
n solid substrate surfaces.  Self-assembly of immunoglobulin G (IgG) on highly oriented 





n molecules have been e
, and glass surfaces [45] . 
etal and nano-porous alumina membranes. 
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occurs via initial random adsorption at nucleation sites forming monolayer patches, 
followe
Here, the adsorption of immunoglobulin adsorbed on chemically grafted commercial 
alumina surface is studied using Atomic Force Microscopy and Quartz Crystal 
Microbalance (QCM).   
 
4.2 Atomic Force Microscope study on Immunoglobulin adsorption behavior 
4.2.1 AFM studies on Immunoglobulin adsorbed alumina surface 
A study on the effect of chemical modification of alumina on adsorption of 
immunoglobulin has been carried out under Atomic force microscopy (AFM).  Fig. 4-1 
shows the AFM images of 1.5 µg ml  IgGs adsorbed on bare and chemically treated 
commercial alumina substrate surfaces.   
d by subsequent deposition of more IgG molecules at these patches and 
reorganization, resulting in a homogeneous monolayer over long times [49].  This appears 
to be due to strong IgG-surface interactions as compared to lateral IgG-IgG interactions 
[49]. Structural analysis of IgG adsorbed on vacuum-evaporated gold surfaces using STM 
was also carried out, which revealed a molecular structure with dimensions slightly larger 
than those derived from crystallographic data [50]. The effects of different concentration, 
substrate immersion time and ionic strength on self-assembly of IgG have been studied 
on silica surface [51].   
 
-1
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AⅠ 
BⅠ B Ⅲ BⅡ 
CⅠ CⅡ 
AⅡ A Ⅲ 
channels obtained at increasing magnifications from I (5 µm), II (2 µm) to III (1 µm) 
treatment and after immersion in 1.5 µg ml-1 IgG solution for 30 min; (C) with 
1 IgG solution for 20 min. 
Figure 4-1. AFM images of commercial alumina substrates with 200 nm wide pore 
(A)Bare commercial alumina membrane surface; (B)with no surface chemical 
surface chemically treated with trifluoroacetic acid and after immersion in 1.5 µg ml-
 C Ⅲ 
 
In Fig. 4-1A, bare commercial alumina substrates from Whatman® membrane with 
200nm pores was studied as a control. Alumina grains with diameter about 100 nm are 
arranged regularly around the pores of sizes about 200nm.  Fig. 4-1B shows the surface 
of un-treated commercial alumina substrates after immersion in IgG solutions.  Unlike 
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the bare commercial alumina substrates (Fig.4-1A), adsorption of IgG on the alumina 
surface yields a structure resembling that of a honey-comb (Fig. 4-1B).  Under higher 
magnifications (Fig.4-1B II), the surface structure was observed to comprise multi-
layered ring stacks centering around the alumina pores.  Each ring consists of round bead 
structures of about 30 ~ 50 nm in diameters.  The dimension of these globular bead 
structures are clearly different from the size of an IgG molecule determined from X-ray 
crystallography studies (14 × 10 × 5nm).  This is likely due to swelling of IgG molecules 
or aggregation of more than one IgG molecule.  Only about 40% of the ring structures 
appear complete and remain intact during the AFM measurements.  This may arise from 
e disruptive tapping force exerted upon the structure during the imaging process or due 
to drying out effect which reduces protein swelling and increases the distance between 
the IgG units in the ring structure, causing rupture of the weak intermolecular bonds. The 
relatively similar pore dimensions (200nm) and multi-layered honey-comb structure, 
strongly suggest protein-protein interaction plays a more important role on un-treated 
alumina substrate compared to protein-substrate interaction.    
 
In contrast, the trifluoroacetic acid treated commercial alumina surfaces (Fig 4-1 C) after 
immersion in IgG solutions show long range nano-porous pattern very similar to the 
underlying alumina surface (Fig 4-1 A) but with much reduced pore sizes of about 120 to 
160 nm.  Another obvious difference between the trifluoroacetic acid treated and un-
treated alumina surface, is the presence of regularly arranged beads with size of about 
40~70nm in diameter, without the ring structure as observed in Fig 4-1B.  
th
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It is clear the difference between these two surfaces on which IgG adsorbed is due to the 
surface property difference brought about by CF3 groups on the modified surface. CF3 
groups are known to confer more hydrophobic property on surfaces [32]. This is confirmed 
by the increased contact angle measured for CF3(CF2)3COOH modified glass-supported 
alumina surfaces compared to the chemically un-treated samples (described in Section 
3.5).  It has been shown that the Fc part of IgG molecule has a high preference for 
hydrophobic surfaces and on these surfaces, IgG molecules self-assemble to form 
regularly arranged end-on structures under optimum conditions. The reduction in alumina 
pore sizes from ~200nm of the underlying alumina substrate to 120~160nm of the IgG 
adsorbed surface indicates binding of IgG molecules occurs within the alumina pores and 
these IgG molecules adsorb as structures with heights of about 40~80nm similar in 
dimension to the surface bead structures (Fig. 41C).  These bead structures are much 
larger than single IgG molecules and are likely, the result of swelling, as data derived 
from size measurements of IgG molecules in the same buffer solution using Malvern 
zetasizer Nano ZS indicate absence of IgG aggregates of these dimensions.  Presently, it 
is however, uncertain whether the adsorbed IgG on trifluoroacetic acid treated alumina 
surface are arranged end-on or side-on.  Although the AFM data is not conclusive with 
regards to the orientation of IgG molecules on the chemically treated and un-treated 
alumina surfaces, it clearly illustrates that a simple change in surface functionality is 
sufficient to affect a large difference in surface structural arrangement of IgG molecules 
on the alumina surface.  
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4.2.2 AFM studies on Immunoglobulin adsorbed on chemically grafted alumina 
surface 
In this section, the effect of IgG concentration on the adsorption behavior of IgG 
molecules on a chemically grafted alumina surface is studied.  Different concentrations of 
IgG adsorbed on CF3(CF2)3COOH grafted commercial alumina with 200nm pore size 
have been imaged using the AFM. Images with scan area of 2×2 µm, as well as cross 
section studies were presented in Fig. 4.2.  
 
Fig.4.2 A shows the AFM image of the grafted alumina surface after 30 min exposure to 
a 0.4 µg ml-1 IgG-PBS solution. The pores with size of 200nm still remain, however the 
regularly arranged individual alumina grain of about 100 nm in diameter cannot be 
identified. Instead, one can observe the grains at only certain locations, while other grains 
appear to merge together, giving the appearance of ‘inter-connecting bridges’ between 
grains.  In addition, the 3D image (Fig.4.2 AⅠ) shows some pores are filled or partially 
filled, while a few remained unfilled. This filling effect can be more clearly observed 
om the cross-section analysis (Fig. 4.2 AⅡ).  fr
 





Figure 4-2. AFM images of CF3(CF2)3COOH grafted commercial alumina 
adsorbed with IgG with different concentration: (A) 0.4 µg/ml; (B) 0.8 µg/ml; 
(C) 1.6 µg/ml; (D) 3.2 µg/ml for 30 mins. A~DⅠare 3D image of A~D; and 
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In contrast, after similar immersion time in a higher IgG concentration of 0.8 µg ml-1, it is 
found that the pore sizes appear smaller with diameters of about 70~100 nm and most are 
 ml-1.   
ate N can be given by the equation: 
N = w exp -(∆Gbulk/kT) C0 exp -(∆Ghet*/kT) 
Whereas, C* is the concentration of critical embryos; f is the critical embryos forming 
rate; C0 is the density of nucleation atoms; w is of the order of the atomic vibration 
frequency; ∆Gbulk is the activation energy for (bulk) diffusion; ∆Ghet is the activation 
energy of nucleation.  
 
irregularly round.  ‘Inter-connecting bridges’ observed in Fig. 4.2 A I are not present.  
Instead, beads with sizes as small as 30 nm can be identified and the underlying alumina 
grains (about 100 nm in size) are clearly absent.  3-D image and cross-section analysis 
(Figs. 4.2 B I & II) clearly indicates filling of the pores occur but to a greater extent 
compared to the sample immersed in 0.4 µg
 
When the IgG concentration increases to 1.6 µg ml-1, most of the surface are filled evenly 
with small beads about 20~40nm in dimension, and pores with size of about 30 nm is not 
uncommon (Fig. 4.2 C).  It is clear that the pores are almost fully filled and it is difficult 
to identify the original position of the pores from the cross-section analysis at Fig. 4.2 C 
II.   
 
This different concentration based IgG adsorption can be explained when related to 
nucleation rate. As it is known that, nucleation r
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When adsorption carried out in IgG solution of low concentration, nucleation rate is low 
with small C0, thus fewer nuclei are formed.  Those that formed nuclei have strong 
preferences for crevices and pores; hence the alumina grains appear to be merged.  At 
higher concentrations, the nucleation rates are faster with larger C0, so the IgG molecules 
form nuclei on all surfaces.  This effect increases with the next higher concentration of 
1.6 ug ml-1. 
 
Table 4.1 Surface roughness of CF3(CF2)3COOH grafted commercial alumina adsorbed 
with IgG with different concentration: 
 Image Z range/nm Image RMS(rq)/nm 
0.4 µg/ml 290.32 50.844 
0.8 µg/ml 188.37 27.141 
1.6 µg/ml 148.79 13.492 
 
 
Table 4.1 shows the surface roughness of a chemically modified alumina after immersion 
in different concentrations of IgG solutions for 30 min.  The root mean square value 
measures the roughness of studying surface.  The Z range describes the difference 
between the highest point and lowest point on the measuring surface. It is clear as the IgG 
concentration increases, surface roughness decreases. This decreasing trend is due mainly 
to the filling of the pores at the higher IgG concentrations and does not describe the 
roughness of IgG structures adsorbed on the alumina surface.   It is clear from Figs. 4B 
and C, that the IgG structures remain relatively unchanged at about 20~40 nm in size 
after immersion in 0.8 µg ml-1 and 1.6 µg ml-1 IgG solutions, while the surface roughness 
decreases by a factor of 2. At a much higher IgG concentration of 3.2 µg ml-1, the surface
ructures become highly irregular, giving clusters as large as 700 nm and grains as small 
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which precipitates onto the surface, rather than the growth of IgG structures on the 
chemically grafted alumina surface.  
 
To be noted that, it is also possible to measure the IgG molecule concentration in solution 
after exposure to the membrane surface, hence calculate out the adsorbed IgG molecules, 
though there is a rinsing process after IgG adsorption, as well as the adsorption amount is 
too small compared to the original IgG concentration which make it difficult to measure 
e IgG concentration change.  
G can be explained using nucleation rates.   
In this section, in a co dy the self-assembly of 
layers assembled on the aluminum-quartz as a function of time in 
ifferent solution concentrations. Mass densities of surface bound IgG layers are 
calculated from quartz frequency shift measurements.  Maximum surface coverage of 
th
 
In conclusion, increasing the IgG concentration assist in reducing the surface roughness 
of a chemically grafted alumina surface due mainly to the in-filling of the alumina pores.  
The surface structures of the IgG adsorbed alumina surface at the different concentration 
of Ig
 
4.3 QCM studies on Immunoglobulin adsorbed alumina surface 
 
llaborative work with Ms Deng Suzi, we stu
immunoglobulin G molecules on spontaneously formed aluminum oxide surfaces of 
sputtered aluminum substrates at low concentration ranges (0.4 µg ml-1   to 6.0 µg ml-1), 
analyzed using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technique.  Figure 4-3 shows the 
mass densities of IgG 
d
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IgG on aluminum oxide surface of aluminum quartz increases with IgG concentrations 
(Figure 4-3).  When adsorption occurs, the IgG adsorbed onto the aluminum oxide 
surface resulting in a continuous mass change until it reaches the surface adsorption 
maximum.  
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re 4-3 Mass densities of IgG layers assembled on aluminum coated 
quartz crystals as a function of time in 0. 4 µg ml-1, 0.8 µg ml-1, 1.6 µg 
ml-1, 2.4 µg ml-1, and 3.2 µg ml-1.   
The mass densities of IgG layers assembled on the aluminum-quartz as a function of time 
in different solution concentrations are shown in Figure 4.3.   Mass densities of surface 
bound IgG layers are calculated from quartz frequency shift measurements.  Maximum 
surface coverage of IgG on aluminum oxide surface of aluminum quartz increases with 
IgG concentrations (Figure. 4.3).  A densely-packed IgG monolayer would give a surface 
coverage ranging from 200 to 550 ng cm-2, depending on orientation of IgG molecules16. 
Figu
 g ml-1µ
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Based on dimensions of an IgG molecule from X-ray crystallography studies (14 × 10 × 
5nm)17, it was estimated that a monolayer of IgG would give a surface coverage of 200 
g cm-2 when all IgG molecules were bound to the surface via a side-on configuration16.  
 0.4 µg ml-1 to be equal to one monolayer which is likely 
etween a flat monolayer (200ng cm-2) and an end-on monolayer (550 ng cm-2) 16. 
erved for all concentrations.  The non-
roportional increase in maximum surface coverage with respect to the 0.8 µg ml-1 
ed aluminum films.  
uartz cells coated with sputtered aluminum within the same batch and across batches 
n
End-on orientations yield different surface coverage depending on density of the 
monolayer - 550 ng cm-2 for compact end-on configuration, 370ng cm-2 for end-on with 
intermediately-spaced Fab arms and 260ng cm-2 for end-on with widely repelling Fab 
arms16. Based on these theoretical calculations, we expect the maximum surface coverage 
at 335 ng cm-2 for concentration
b
 
The same trend of increasing maximum surface coverage at increasing IgG 
concentrations is also observed using a different 10 MHz QCM system.  However, it is 
clear from Fig. 4.3, this trend is not always obs
p
concentration case is due to variations in surface areas of sputter
Q
give different results in terms of maximum surface coverage values in self-assembly 
studies using same IgG bulk concentrations. This poor reproducibility may due to 
abnormal differences in distribution ratios of different aluminum grain sizes on 0.8 µg 
ml-1 sputtered aluminum quartz, though further experiments are needed to confirm that 
there is not any other experimental error.  Under our optimized sputtering conditions, the 
crystal grain sizes are relatively uniform between 200 to 300 nm, with intermittent 
dispersion of larger grains with sizes of about 500 nm.  Assuming the grains are 
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hemispherical shape and regularly arranged with no interstitial spaces in between, the 
highest possible actual surface area in contact with the solution phase would be two times 
the geometric area. From AFM and SEM studies (not shown), the grains are generally flat 
and heights of these grains on sputtered aluminum film surfaces are less than half the 
verage grain radius.  Therefore, it is reasonable to assume actual surface areas to lie 
somewhere between 1 and 1.5 times the geometric area. Theoretical maximum surface 
coverage for a monolayer coverage of IgG are between 200 and 550 ng cm-2, calculated 
based on side-on and compacted end-on configurations respectively for self-assembly 
onto a planar surface 16, 18.  If surface area of sputtered aluminum film for the 0.8 µg ml-1 
case is at 1.5 times more than the geometric quartz area, the observed maximum surface 
coverage at 620 ng cm-2 still falls within the monolayer ime.  At higher 
concentrations, it is clear the maximum mass densities of surface bound IgG layers 
extend beyond the theoretical mass density value for one monolayer even for an 
aluminum surface with maximum possible roughness of two times the geometric area.  
This discussion to identify the monolayer and multilayer coverage regimes is necessary 
for the sputtered aluminum-quartz system which lacks atomically flat surfaces.   Likewise, 




much larger than the dimensions of IgG molecules in order to clearly distinguish the 
morphology of surface bound IgG layers from the underlying aluminum structures. 
 
Interestingly in Fig. 4.3, the mass density changes for aluminum-quartz immersed in IgG 
solutions of high concentrations show several step plateaus, which are unusual and not 
observed for self-assembly of IgG on gold in similar concentration ranges using our 
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system.  These step plateaus are also absent in reports for other QCM studies of IgG self-
assembly on gold surfaces 6, 8 nor on other types of surfaces19, 20.  In Fig. 2, we replot the 
same data from Fig. 4.3 as rate of mass density change with respect to surface coverage 
for IgG at different initial IgG bulk concentrations.   
 
If self-assembly of IgG on aluminum oxide surface of aluminum quartz occurs through 
initial random adsorption and unlimited by diffusion, we can approximate the assembly 
process using Langmuir kinetics, under the conditions where adsorption energy is 
constant at all surface coverage and the total number of available binding sites remain 
onstant.  The rate of protein adsorption can be described according to equation (4-1) c
which is first order with respect to concentration of adsorbing species and number of 





Γ = Γ −Γ       Eq. (4-1) 
 
Where k  is the adsorption rate constant and cb is the bulk concentration, assuming ka 
and cb remain constant throughout the adsorption process.  Γ  is the maximum number 
ads
max
of surface  binding sites, and Γis the surface available binding site at the time. 
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Mass change (ng cm-2)
3.2 µg ml-1 
2.4 µg ml-1 
0.8 µg ml-1 
0.4 µg ml-1 
Figure 4.4 Replot of the data in Figure 3-1 in terms of rate of mass density 
change on aluminum oxide surface of aluminum-quartz as a function of 
surface coverage.   
 
Figure 4.4 shows the rate plot of mass density change with respect to surface coverage for 
IgG at different concentrations.  From Figure 4.4, the self-assembly of IgG on aluminum 
oxide surface of aluminum quartz obey Langmuir kinetics for the 0.4 µg ml







1.6 µg ml-1 
f IgG 
om similar concentrations using a 10 MHz QCM system (not shown).  This is 
-1 
concentration,  suggesting relatively unoccupied area of the surface is available for 
adsorption of IgG throughout the assembly process.  At higher concentrations of 0.8 and 
1.6 µg ml-1, the rate of mass density change decreases linearly with surface coverage at 
low surface coverage below about 40 %.   The same is observed for deposition o
fr
consistent with Langmuir adsorption kinetics in the absence of desorption and in 
situations when entire unoccupied area of the surface is available for the deposition of 
fresh IgG.  At higher surface coverage however, the rates of mass density changes 
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decrease more slowly and gradually become negligible.  This indicates either unfavorable 
interactions between IgG molecules when crowding of sites occur or relaxation of the 
surface bound IgG molecules which reduce the amount of available sites for further 
deposition.  This deviation from Langmuir kinetics is unlikely due to diffusion limitation 
f adsorbate molecules reaching the substrate surface since adsorption rate is not 
nding to the 
nusual steps observed in Fig. 4.3.   These peak maxima may arise due to a nucleation 
mechanism and the short lag period with si
lateau strongly suggest nucleation growth is involved21.   Another possible explanation 
se increase in su rotein 
concentrations22.  This has been attributed to discrete changes in IgG packing with 
concentrations23.  However, these stepwise increases were reported with respect to 
changes in initial bulk protein concentrations, different from the stepwise increase in 
surface bound IgG amount with respect to time in Fig. 4.3.  It is also unclear how 
reorganization of surface bound IgG structure driven by minimization of surface energies 
o
proportional to t1/2, as determined from curve fitting at the high surface coverage regime.   
 
At higher concentrations of 2.4 and 3.2 µg ml-1 we observe a significant difference in the 
rates of mass density changes for aluminum-quartz immersed in IgG solutions compared 
to lower concentrations between 0.4 and 1.6 µg ml-1.   First, initial maxima in the rate 
curves are absent at the lower concentrations.   Second, there are a series of transient 
peaks in the rate curves for 2.4 and 3.2 µg ml-1 concentrations, correspo
u
gmoid shape observed at end of each step 
p
is abrupt changes in the surface bound IgG structures which occur during transient rise 
and fall in the rate curves.  Adsorption studies of globular proteins on surfaces have 
reported observation of stepwi rface bound protein amount with p
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and relaxation of protein structures should take place abruptly after reaching stable mass 
density values.  A third possible reason for the unusual transient maxima in the rate 
curves is viscoelastic variation of the surface bound IgG layer.  Viscoelastic contributions 
to frequency shift during QCM measurements may cause the measured values to deviate 
from actual mass of IgG deposited. Zhou et al.[42] showed QCM overestimates the 
amount of mass deposited by 20% for an apparent surface coverage of 361 ng cm-2 and 
by as much as 60% for an apparent surface coverage of 1340ng cm-2 as compared to the 
values obtained by another viscoelasticity-independent surface acoustic wave technique6. 
 
It is interesting to note at the end of mass measurement experiments after the mass 
densities have reached close to maximum surface coverage values, there are sufficiently 
large amounts of IgG in bulk solutions for further deposition of IgG molecules on the 
surface bound IgG layers. We add more IgG to these bulk solutions after the initial 
10000s when mass densities of IgG layers assembled on aluminum-quartz have reached 
constant values.  However, no appreciable mass change is observed over additional wait 
time of 10000 s.  It is clear in the case when protein-surface interactions are much 
stronger compared to protein-protein interactions, no further deposition of IgG will occur 
once the surface is covered with a monolayer of IgG molecules.  However, the QCM data 
indicates multilayer coverage on the aluminum oxide surface of aluminum-quartz can be 
obtained at higher initial IgG concentrations. Therefore, the observed negligible mass 
change during successive additions of IgG solutions after long immersion times is likely 
due to conformational changes of the surface bound IgG structures which prevent further 
deposition of IgG molecules from bulk solutions.  Differences of about 20% in total 
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surface bound IgG amount were reported between successive and one-time additions of 
IgG solution during IgG self-assembly on hydrophobic silica surfaces 15.  Jonsson et al. 
attributed this phenomenon to time and surface-dependant conformational changes of the 
surface bound IgG which obstructed further IgG deposition at successive-additions 15.  
Since no further mass change is observed during successive additions for both IgG 
monolayer and multilayer covered aluminum-quartz, time-dependent conformational 
changes are likely to play a more significant role compared to surface-dependent 
conformational changes here.  We confirm IgG assembly on alumina is irreversible over 
the time period of mass measurement experiments, by monitoring the frequency of IgG-
coated aluminum-quartz after replacing the bulk IgG solution with deionized water.  
Negligible frequency changes are observed for both the monolayer and multi-layer cases.  
This negligible desorption of surface bound IgG further supports the above observations 
of essentially unchanged mass densities of surface bound IgG layers, under conditions of 
successive additions of IgG solutions.  Initial IgG concentration in bulk solution is thus 
important in determining maximum mass densities of IgG assembled on aluminum oxide 
surface of aluminum-quartz and this is likely due to a process of protein conformational 
rearrangement which disfavors further depositions even in the presence of excess IgG in 
bulk solutions.   
 
The above study on adsorption of IgG molecules on aluminum metal covered with 
spontaneously formed aluminum oxide provides an insight into how IgG molecules 
adsorb on the surface of aluminum oxide.  It is clear from this study that multilayer 
growth of IgG occurs only when IgG concentrations are larger than a critical value.  In 
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this case of aluminum oxide formed spontaneously on aluminum metal, the value is close 
to or higher than 2.4 µg ml-1.  Second, maximum surface coverage of IgG on aluminum 
oxide surface does not depend on total amount of IgG molecules in solution, but vary 
with concentration of IgG.   These findings are very useful towards our further work in 
the development of an electrochemical immunosensor based on immunoglobulin-gated 
nano-channels of nano-porous alumina.  
 
In conclusion, the Quartz crystal microbalance studies of self-assembly of IgG on 




multilayer growth in IgG concentrations at and higher than 2.4 µg ml-1.  Results from 
both QCM and AFM data suggests a self-assembly mechanism which progresses via 
initial nucleation growth of immunoglobulin molecules, followed by abrupt 
rearrangement of surface structures due to structural instability of the vertically growing 
ellipsoidal structures.  Further deposition of IgG molecules do not occur on IgG surface 
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5.1 Conclusion 
 
Because of its well defined pores sizes, nano-porous anodic alumina manufactured in 
electrochemical method has its potential applications in a variety of fields such as 
template for fabricating other nano-porous structures; dielectrics in capacities; 
mechatronic system, and so on. In this work, a novel way of chemically grafted nano-
orous alumina to produce different surface properties has been described. Three kinds of 
 
oreover, it is also found that the oxalic acid residue remaining on the glass-supported 
lumina surface during the anodization step reduce the possibility of further fluorinated 
arboxylic acid grafting. The shift on Al 2p peak after surface grafted also indicated 
condary shift on grafted alumina membrane and etched glass-supported alumina film 
ggesting successful grafting on both commercial alumina membrane and etched glass-
pported alumina surface by three different fluorinated carboxylic acids.   
p
fluorinated carboxylic acids, Trifluoroacetic acid, pentafluorobenzoic acid, and 
perfluoropentanoic acid, have been attempted to graft on anodic alumina membrane and 
home-made glass-supported alumina surface. The latter is manufactured using 
electrochemical anodization on sputtered aluminum, and different pore sizes can be 
obtain by different wet etching period. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy AXIS 
Instrument has been used to study the surface modification. Fluorinated elements are 
found on these grafted surfaces. On CF3(CF2)3COOH and C6F5COOH grafted surface, 
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The grafted surfaces have also been characterized by Contact Angle and AFM Force-
istance Plot. The contact angle results gave out the surface property difference with 
ffects of surface pore sizes and chemical composition. It is found that the surface 
ydrophobicity is increased as the alumina pore size increases. The further surface 
property variation based on diffe has been investigated by AFM 
Force- Distance plot at molecular level. erty and measuring position 
effects on AFM Force- Distance plot has been discussed.  
 
Application of nano-porous alumina has bee xplored by Atomic Force Microscopy and 
Quartz Crystal Microbalance. Different performance of Immunoglobulin adsorption on 
un-grafted anodic alumina membrane and fluorinated group grafted alumina surface has 
been obic 
alumina surface which is grafted with fluorinated group, IgG molecules will adsorb with 
age studies also have been carried out on chemically 
mina surface adsorbed with different concentrated IgG solution. It clearly 
ore surface coverage of IgG molecules is obtained as the adsorbent concentration 
ased until excess IgG molecules aggregate as cluster before arriving on the surface. 
tion behavior have also been studied on 
al alumina under Quartz Crystal Microbalance. Maximums of adsorption rate are 
orption concentration exceeds monolayer and due to nucleation 





rent surface component 
 The surface prop
n e
discovered under tapping mode AFM. It can be concluded that on a hydroph




Different concentration effects on IgG adsorp
therm
observed when the ads
for
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5.2 Prospective work 
 
The hydrophilic alumina surface can be modified into different properties by the method 
describe in this work. In similar point of view, other functional groups such as carboxylic 
group, amino group, and so on can be grafted on both commercial and etched glass-
supported alumina surface with freely controlled pore sizes. These diverse functional 
groups can not only change alumina surface property, but also can further react with 
another molecules, for instance, bio-molecules, thus produce covalent binding on nano-
porous surface with broad promising applications.    
 
During the attempt to observe IgG adsorption on treated alumina using QCM, we have 
encountered a difficulty to mount treated alumina on QCM quartz. Future work involves 
the feasible way to attach either commercial alumina or home-made alumina sheet to the 
quartz surface thus compare the IgG adsorption on un-treated alumina surface witH-
treated ones. 
 
It can be observed that all AFM images are taken from commercial alumina as it provides 
a smoother surface than home-made anodized alumina films. Future work can be carried 
out on mechanical polishing glass-supported alumina films with which is not only 
possible to obtain a smooth surface both also can effectively remove the surface with 
chemical residue thus helpful in further modification. 
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Atomic Force Microscopy Force-Distance curve performs a promising technique in bio-
molecules studies which can provide additional information from the atomic level. After 
being functionalized, AFM probe performs different attraction in forms of force with 
different surface. For instance, the probe modified with a certain kind of antigen A will 
give most obvious force when tip retrieved from the surface which is grafted with anti-A. 
However, there are various factors complicate the presented force, for example, the 
deformation of surface molecular or the electrostatic force between probe and surface, 
erefore, the operation environment of liquid buffer is of better choice than atmosphere.    th
 
Based on our discussion on IgG adsorption of nucleation effect, future work can include 
time-frame adsorption AFM studies, thus can further understand IgG adsorption behavior, 
especially on those surfaces with different properties which probably affect the 
adsorption.    
 
Furthermore, dual polarization interferometry (DPI), a newly developed analytical tool is 
another good option to further studies IgG adsorption. Using two orthogonal polarizations, 
a high resolution of 1Å of thickness and refractive index can be obtained. Based on these 
information, especially real time detection can be given by DPI, we can further 
understand IgG adsorption behavior, as well as their conformational changes when 
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